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Wedding Industry Trends
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on the overall wedding industry.
Consumer trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while industry
trends look at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumers are spending more on engagement and wedding rings
Engaged couples are on the lookout for weight loss products and services
Wedding planning and projects are often done by couples themselves
The Internet has revolutionized wedding planning and purchases
Mass media effects greatly influence consumer preferences
Couples want their wedding day to be special and unique
Wedding services, like photography and music, have drastically changed
Eco‐friendly or green weddings are becoming popular

Engagement and Wedding Rings
The amount consumers are willing to spend on engagement and wedding rings has been rising
due to increases in income levels and the ability to afford more expensive rings. Women are
also demanding larger diamonds with more carats as they see them as a status symbol. Round
diamond engagement rings remain very popular, and the princess cut continues to be the top
choice for younger brides. White diamonds are still the market leaders (90%), despite the rising
popularity in colored diamonds. Other trends include 'branded' diamonds,' which are cuts of
stone specific to a particular retailer (for example Tiffany & Co.'s Lucida cut). In addition, many
jewelers are finding that antique styles with detailed designs, beaded edges and engravings are
currently popular. Young consumers are opting for white metals, particularly white gold and
platinum as opposed to yellow gold, which was typically a favorite of their parents' generation.
Men usually prefer a plain look for their wedding bands and often choose titanium or tungsten,
which are more scratch resistant.

Wedding Day Weight Loss
When couples choose to get married, they have usually already reached a comfortable phase in
their relationship where they are not as concerned about appearances or staying in shape.
Therefore, the prospect of a wedding often leads many to change their diets and begin exercise
programs in order to lose weight and look their best on their wedding day. This may affect gym
memberships, the joining of weight loss programs, as well as purchases for weight loss

products. In addition, the sales of slimming undergarments, particularly Spanx, continue to
grow. There is also a demand for larger dresses since the majority of the country is currently
overweight or obese. Brides may under or overestimate the amount of weight they might lose
before the wedding, leading them to pay for additional alterations immediately before the
wedding.

Wedding Planning and Do‐It‐Yourself Projects
As opposed to hiring a wedding planner, many couples are choosing to plan their own weddings
while finding ways to cut costs. However, since the majority of discussion participants on
wedding forums are women, it is likely that brides continue to be more involved in the planning
process than grooms. The availability of wedding planning books and internet sites, which
provide checklists and detailed timelines, allow the average couple to accomplish many tasks
on their own. Most people are able to purchase and print their own invitations these days with
the abundance of home computers and printers. In addition, many are choosing to create their
own decorations, table centerpieces or flower arrangements themselves. Craft stores and
wholesale clubs allow consumers to purchase decoration supplies, alcohol, candy, chocolates or
other wedding favors at reasonable prices. In addition, couples are often able to utilize family
and friends in areas such as offering disposable cameras for guests to take candid shots, having
someone take photographs of guests as they enter the reception for the guestbook, as well as
finding someone to film the wedding and reception, arrange flowers and bouquets or create
other decorations.

The Internet
The Internet has revolutionized wedding planning and the ways in which people make decisions
and purchase services or products for their wedding. It is a great way for couples to search for
vendors, products, and compare prices from the convenience of their own homes. Many brides
shop for their gowns in bridal stores and boutiques, but then search for the dress online in
order to get the best price. In addition, wedding websites promote products and assist people
in generating ideas on everything from invitations to cakes. Discussion forums allow people to
give and receive advice, referrals for services, as well as information on wedding etiquette and
the timing of different parts of the wedding planning process. Wedding website forums are a
common place for referring photographers as many couples rave about the photographer they
hired while posting his or her website. Many people also use discussion forums as places to find
wedding consultants, especially in certain cities. They often post messages asking others to
recommend a good wedding planner in a specific area. In addition, other couples find wedding
coordinators through general internet searches, particularly if they are planning a wedding in a
city other than the one in which they live.
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Mass Media Effects
The mass media has affected wedding planning in a myriad of ways. For instance, The Wedding
Planner movie starring Jennifer Lopez sparked a trend of women going into the wedding
planning business and created a demand for certification programs. When celebrities get
engaged, their choice of rings often leads to a boom in the purchases of particular styles or
colors. Television programs, like Bridezilla, has created an image of brides as being overzealous,
controlling and manipulative, while at the same time offering ideas on wedding planning. In
addition, celebrity weddings are displayed in magazines and on television programs and often
influence consumer preferences for certain products and wedding styles. Martha Stewart and
other television chefs present creative ideas for reception food choices, as well as cake flavors
and styles. Bakers mention the popularity of fondant icing from Martha Stewart's use of it on
her television show. Finally, websites like trashthedress.com have sparked a new craze for
eccentric, artistic and unconventional wedding photography portraits.

Uniqueness
Above all, couples want their wedding day to be special and unique, and they strive to create an
enjoyable and memorable experience for their guests. They really want their wedding to stand
apart from all others. Uniqueness is seen in areas such as wedding gowns, as popular trends
include adding color to their white or cream‐colored dresses with a sash around the waist or in
the fabric of the train. In addition, many are opting for alternatives to white, including light
gold, champagne, silver, cognac (peachy beige), or pale pink wedding gowns. Regarding style,
traditional A‐line sleeveless dresses remain trendy, but curvier women are opting for mermaid
styles that accentuate their curves. Also popular are unconventional gowns with folding in the
bodice or 'pick‐up' dresses with textured drapery and gathering in the bottom layers and the
back of the dress. As opposed to traditional flower bouquets, crystal and pearl bouquets
wrapped in ribbons are also starting to become popular, alone, as well as being incorporated
into flower bouquets.
Other trends in uniqueness include riding to the reception in an antique car that fits the
personalities of the bride and groom. During reception dinners, some couples are offering
diverse or ethnic food choices. Culturally diverse meals with Indian, Asian and Middle Eastern
cuisine stations are currently popular. Guests can choose the style of ethnic food they prefer
and watch the chefs cook the meal right in front of their eyes. In addition, alternative types of
receptions are becoming popular, including hors 'douvres, cocktail and appetizers, or desert
receptions. Popular preferences for wedding cakes include more exotic and unconventional
flavors, such as chocolate, pistachio, carrot and tropical fruit flavors like mango or passion fruit.
In addition, couples are offering guests a diverse choice in cake flavors by providing cupcakes
instead of traditional cakes. Current popularity in artistic and unconventional photography
portraits is another way for couples to show their individuality. Finally, as an alternative to
traditional weddings, destination weddings allow the bride and groom to choose a place that is
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either meaningful to them in some way, or an exotic excursion for their close family and
friends.

Wedding Services
Wedding services, like photography and music have drastically changed in recent years due to
the availability of relatively inexpensive electronics, such as digital cameras, video recorders
and MP3 players. Consumers no longer find it necessary to hire a videographer, as inevitably
every family has a technologically gifted member who is willing to do the honors. Easily
accessible computer software also allows couples to create slide shows of digital wedding
photographs, which can be coordinated with music that they love. In addition, ipods have
radically altered the ways in which music is being played during weddings and receptions. The
portability and versatility of MP3 players allow couples to create playlists prior to the wedding.
Therefore, many couples find it unnecessary to hire DJs or bands, but some are still hiring
instrumentalists to play during the wedding and at the reception before the dancing
commences.
Other services are changing, as well. Racier photography trends include risqué and voyeuristic
photographs with photographers setting up in dressing rooms to capture unguarded pre‐
ceremony moments. In addition, 'trash the dress' is a new trend in wedding photography that
takes bridal portraits to the extreme by incorporating more creativity and artistry. Shoots
usually take place a few weeks after the wedding as the bride puts her wedding dress back on
and poses in unique locations. This type of photography shoot is a way of integrating art and
fashion, as brides want to see themselves in images they find in movies and fashion magazines.
Traditional beverage services are also changing. Some couples are buying the alcohol
themselves at wholesale warehouses like Costco and then hiring someone to serve as
bartender. Some beverage and bartending services allow the couple to provide a certain
amount of money to cover expenses for an open bar and once the limit is reached, the
bartender will change it to a cash bar.

Eco‐Friendly or Green Weddings
Eco‐friendly or green weddings are a rising trend as people become more environmentally
aware and conscious about the decisions they make in purchasing products and buying
services. For example, some couples choose to rent their wedding attire or buy previously
owned rings, gowns or tuxedos. Many are also opting for invitations that use recycled paper or
are using those that do not include return envelopes or tissue paper. One way to save money
on decorations is to utilize the natural beauty of the outdoors as a backdrop to the wedding
ceremony and/or reception. In addition, couples are mindful of choosing reception
accommodations that save water, reduce energy, or use recycled products like table linens and
napkins. Some couples purchase flowers that are grown without the use of pesticides, or they
might offer potted plants or tree seedling centerpieces that can double as party favors for
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guests to take home. Guests also have the opportunity to give to particular charities instead of
giving the bride and groom a wedding gift. The more extreme couples will even purchase
carbon offsets in order to compensate for the greenhouse gas emissions produced in the
making of their wedding products or the energy used through services.

Wedding Rings
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding rings. Consumer
trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while industry trends look
at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

White is still the market leader (90%) in wedding rings
Three stone engagement rings are often displayed by brides on wedding forums
Antique rings are also currently fashionable
Buying pre‐owned rings can save couples 30 to 50 percent in costs
More people are purchasing larger diamonds
Married couples often upgrade to more expensive rings when they can afford to
Round cut diamonds are still commonly purchased
Princess cut remains the top choice for younger brides
Colored and 'branded' diamonds are also becoming trendy
White gold is popular with younger couples and is less expensive than platinum
Yellow gold is making a comeback
Palladium is a new metal that may grow in popularity

Consumer Preferences
Today's wedding rings reflect earlier times. Current brides and grooms want nothing less than
diamonds to represent their marriage, Mother Nature's hardest substance, symbolizing
invincible strength. One jeweler in Mobile claimed that the most popular engagement rings at
his store are antique in style, which have engravings and look like something your grandmother
would have worn. They are generally made of platinum and feature etching, engraving and
micro‐set diamonds around a larger center mounting for the main stone. Young consumers are
opting for white metals, particularly white gold and platinum as opposed to yellow gold, which
was typically a favorite of their parents' generation. Men usually prefer a plain look for their
wedding bands and often choose titanium or tungsten, which are more scratch resistant. Round
diamonds in engagement rings are still popular, and the princess cut is still the top choice for
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younger brides. White diamonds are still the market leaders (90%), despite the rising popularity
in colored diamonds. 1 With the divorce rate at over 50 percent, many couples are choosing
pre‐owned rings that can save them 30 to 50 percent of the usual costs, as most jewelry stores
offer these rings as part of their selection. 2

Size
Women want at least a carat or more in the diamond on their engagement rings. Some say they
prefer larger diamonds because they like the way it looks or because they see it as seen as a
status symbol. Income levels have risen, so they feel they can afford a larger ring. Jewelers say
the carat‐and‐a‐half to two carats and larger are very popular currently. People who have been
married for many years often decide to upgrade, as well, since they now have larger incomes
and can afford something they wouldn't have when they were younger. Three‐stone rings that
have a large stone flanked by smaller ones are very popular, as are round, Asscher and Flanders
cuts. Still, round cuts are still the most popular with some jewelers since they are very
traditional and have the most symmetry. Jewelers say people are getting inspiration from the
Internet, not just in magazines. Other trends include colored diamonds and 'branded'
diamonds, which are cuts of stone specific to a particular retailer (for example Tiffany & Co.'s
Lucinda cut. Couples are also mindful of avoiding 'blood' or 'conflict' diamonds that are illegally
traded to fund conflict in war‐torn areas like Africa, the supplies of which have been reduced to
less than one percent in recent years. 3

Style
Colorful stones are rising in popularity these days, particularly light pink and yellow. Vintage
rings with detailed designs, beaded edges and engraving are also quite trendy. Many women
are also choosing to wear their wedding band alone, with their engagement ring on their right
hands. Therefore, pave stones are becoming popular, which are essentially diamond chips
placed so closely together that no metal shows in the band. 4

Metal
White gold, which has a silvery white cast, is a popular choice for wedding rings, as it is more
affordable than its look‐alike platinum. Yellow gold, fell out of favor for a while, but is making a
comeback. Although, platinum is the choice for couples who can afford it. Gold is softer and will
require repairs sooner and more often, but platinum is denser and costs more to fix. Palladium,
a precious gray‐white metal, a relative of platinum will not color or tarnish and is
1

"Today's wedding rings reflect earlier times" by Allison Mitchell, Press-Register (Mobile, AL), August 6, 2006.
"Bargain hunters can find deals with used engagement rings" by Kerry Clawson, Beacon Journal (OH), February 10, 2007.
3
"Bring on the bling - large stone sought for ring" by Kira L. Schlechter, The Patriot-News (Harrisburg, PA), September 23,
2007.
4
"Wedding rings: basic gold and more" by Kim Sunshine, The News Sun (Waukegan, IL), January 27, 2007.
2
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hypoallergenic. It costs about the same as white gold and wears more like platinum, but it's
much lighter. No trends have been spotted for this metal, but it may be worth watching for the
future. 5

Wedding Planners and Consultants
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding planners and
consultants. Consumer trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for,
while industry trends look at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brides want to remain in control during wedding planning
Wedding planning guidebooks allow couples to do their own planning
Assistance with getting started and day‐of coordinators are popular alternatives to
hiring a consultant for the entire planning process
Most people want someone to handle details during the rehearsal and wedding
Referrals are by far the most common source for hiring a planner
Many also locate consultants through the Internet
Couples are more likely to hire a planner when the wedding is in another city
Couples expect assistance in budgeting and tips on saving money
Experience and knowledge are the most important attributes in a planner
Couples are willing to spend more on a planner if they feel they will be saving money in
other areas

Wedding Planning Industry
The number of wedding consultants has doubled to 120,000 since the early 1990s, according to
the Association for Wedding Professionals International. The industry's popularity increased
dramatically after the release of the 2001 Jennifer Lopez film, The Wedding Planner, and has
maintained a high profile due to television hits like "Bridezilla" and "Whose Wedding is it
Anyway?" The increase in planners has created fierce competition for a limited number of
opportunities and contacts in a field that is driven by professional relationships. While there are
5

"How to choose wedding rings according to durability and cost" by Susan Stiger, The Albuquerque Journal (NM), February 4,
2007.
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few entry‐level positions, most new planners attempt to apprentice with an expert since their
main form of education is through experience. On the other hand, demand for training has also
caused many community colleges to offer wedding planner certification courses. 6

Wedding Planning Books
Bookstores and online websites offer today's bride a broad range of inexpensive guidebooks to
choose from when planning a wedding. These books provide tips on etiquette and saving
money, as well as calendars, checklists, and worksheets to guide couples through the entire
wedding planning process. With the availability of these guidebooks, many couples may choose
to take on the challenge themselves and decide not to hire a planner.

Reasons for Hiring a Wedding Planner
Roughly half of all couples choose to hire a wedding planner, although this is a difficult decision
for many of them to make. They worry about the added costs involved and a fear of losing
control over their 'special day.' While hiring a wedding planner presents an additional cost to
their wedding budget, couples know they will save money through the consultant's
relationships with vendors, as well as time, which is as important to many people. Additional
benefits of hiring a wedding consultant include assistance with budgeting and locating services.
This is especially true for couples who live in one city, but are planning a wedding in another
city, usually where one or both of them grew up. While brides often want to remain in control
over their wedding plans, many also prefer to have someone assisting them as the wedding
approaches to relieve stress and provide support. Day‐of Coordinator's are popular in order to
remove the stress of last minute details as planners are in charge of handling things on the
wedding day, as well as rehearsals, setting up, etc. Some planners offer smaller packages to
help brides get started, for instance choosing colors, themes, and envisioning the day. Other
packages include hiring a wedding consultant only for the month prior to the wedding.

Expectations
Many brides said that by hiring a planner they felt less stressed during the planning process,
which allowed them to feel more joy as time drew nearer to their wedding day. Having a
planner available on the wedding day was equally as important and allowed the bride to focus
on her special day and not “how” or “when” something was being handled. However, couples
also mentioned the need to remain in control. Many brides discussed how the planner would
incorporate things 'they' thought would fit into the wedding, and was not listening to what the
bride was requesting. Couples want someone to offer ideas and advice, as well as providing tips
on saving money, but most importantly, they want the planner to listen to their desires and
6

"Wedding planners willing, able to 'I do' it all for you" by Kayce T. Ataiyero, Chicago Tribune, June 6, 2007.
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needs in the planning process. The wedding planner should act as a mediator, helping to solve
disagreements as an impartial third party, thus giving the bride and groom time to focus on
other, more important priorities. The happiest brides were those who feel their coordinator
had become a 'close friend' who truly wanted to make her day as special as possible.

Referrals and the Internet
The most common way of finding a coordinator is through referrals, usually from friends and
family who hired one, or from Internet message sites. Many people use wedding website
forums as places to find wedding consultants, especially in certain cities. They post messages
asking if anyone can recommend a good wedding planner in a specific area. In addition, other
couples find wedding coordinators through the Internet. One chief executive officer of a Florida
wedding planning company that specializes in beach ceremonies claimed that he gains over 75
percent of his clients through their website, mentioning that most couples were from other
states or countries. 7

Knowledge and Experience
Knowledge level and experience are the top priorities for couples when choosing a wedding
planner. A wedding is, for some people, a very large and costly investment and everyone wants
their day to run smoothly with the least amount of stress possible. Since they are spending a
great deal of money on this one day that is so meaningful to them, some couples reason that it
is worth spending a large amount on a coordinator, as well, especially if a certain consultant has
more experience or knowledge than less expensive planners. In addition, couples assume the
planner will actually help them save money on other things as consultants have experience
finding deals on various services through their connections with vendors. Based on experience,
consultants can also recommend other ways of cutting costs.

Wedding Invitations and Stationery

7

"Planners make weddings easy" by Maria Sonnenberg, Florida Today (Melbourne, FL), June 18, 2007.
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This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding invitations and
stationery. Consumer trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while
industry trends look at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tea Parties and Around‐the‐Clock parties for bridal showers
Save‐the‐Date magnets
Save‐the‐Date messages sent via email
Seal‐and‐Send invitations that forgo return envelopes
Home printing of address labels
Coffee‐table books as guestbooks and vases filled with notes of best wishes
Rising industry trends include eco‐friendly invitations that use recycled paper

Bridal Shower Invitations
Invitations with lingerie themes are still commonly seen on bridal shower invitations. Tea
parties are a rising trend for the actual shower itself. In addition, Around‐the‐Clock parties are
popular, in that each guest's invitation indicates a certain time of the day, and their gifts are
supposed to correspond; for example, dinnerware for 6:00 pm.

Save‐the‐Date Cards
Popular trends in Save‐the‐Date Cards include magnets with the couple's name and the date of
the wedding, some even being printed over photographs of the couple‐to‐be. Also, some are
choosing to send PDF or Word documents as attachments to emails instead of postal mail in
order to cut back expenses.

Invitations and Reply Cards
Many couples are opting to create their own invitations as home printers are relatively
inexpensive and allow for creativity. Most people purchase these invitations at Michael's craft
stores, AC Moore, Target, and Office Max.
Seal‐and‐Send invitations are incredibly popular since these do not include the extra envelope
for reply cards. Extra envelopes add weight, and therefore, expense to the invitation budget. As
an alternative, Seal‐and‐Sends have a removable response card, which is returned as a
postcard. Couples can include stamps, but many are opting not to in order to save money, while
giving the recipients the option to reply by email instead. Other money‐saving trends are
invitations without added (and useless) tissue paper. As people attempt to become more
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environmentally cautious, invitations with minimal paper and envelopes are seen as smarter
choices, and those that use recycled paper may become more popular in the coming years.
Many couples are also including maps that show where the wedding and receptions are being
held. Computer‐savvy people are usually able to create them on their own, often with the help
of Internet map websites such as Google Maps.
Trends in printing addresses on the envelopes include color printing and the always traditional,
calligraphy, either through computer fonts or handwritten. However, if couples choose
handwritten calligraphy, they usually want to pay for the service, as it is incredibly time‐
consuming and frustrating for the crafty‐challenged folks. In addition, people are aware that
most guests immediately toss the envelopes into the trash, so it seems unreasonable to spend
so much time writing out the addresses in fancy lettering. While some consider printed address
labels to be a huge faux pas, many are not willing to write out the addresses themselves.
Regarding style, traditional, formal white invitations are still popular, but so are modern, bold
colors. In addition, ribbons are a commonly seen accessory. Invitations with themes on them
often exemplify the season (fall weddings have leaves on the invitations) or the theme of the
wedding, for instance beach or tropical invitations.

Guestbooks
Traditional framed guestbooks with places for photos that will be taken as guests arrive at the
reception, and wish boxes where guests write best wishes to the couple still remain popular.
However, new and unique ideas for guestbooks are on the rise. One example is a blessing tree,
where every guest signs or writes comments on a leaf. Vases are becoming popular, as well,
including those with shells at the bottom, and guests can write notes and drop them in as they
arrive. Other versions of vases include those filled with river rocks that guests write messages
on. These can be displayed at the reception, as well as in the new couple's home after the
wedding. Scrolls to be signed by guests can later be framed and displayed, as well. Other trends
include coffee table books with various themes related to the couple, for instance, books with
photography of the cities in which they live can be signed by guests. Another example is a bride
who enjoyed cooking and was having a destination wedding in Napa Valley. She found a coffee‐
table sized Napa Valley cookbook to have all the guests sign. Plates or platters signed by guests
are another decoration to be displayed in the home. Even when using traditional guestbooks,
some people are choosing to pass it around during dinner and the reception so that guests feel
they are able to write longer messages to the bride and groom. There are also Internet sites,
including www.photoworks.com, where couples can send in photographs, along with quotes or
messages for each, and the company creates a coffee‐table sized guestbook for them.

Placecards
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Placecards for wedding reception dinners are commonly purchased at AC Moore and Kinkos.
The entrée is usually indicated somewhere on the card, usually on the reverse side (C for
chicken, or color coded dots).

Thank You Cards
Do‐it‐yourself Thank‐You Cards purchased in office, craft and discount department stores are
commonly sent after the reception, although many mention the most important thing is to get
them sent out quickly.

Wedding Attire
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding attire. Consumer
trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while industry trends look
at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pick‐up dresses and mermaid style gowns are incredibly popular
Colorful sashes and trains are being added to white or ivory wedding gowns
Light gold, champagne, silver, peach and pink are popular alternative colors
Different shades in the inner layers with the outer layer cut upon in front or back
Larger dress sizes are needed to accommodate heavier brides
Maggie Sottero is a common designer mentioned in wedding forums
After finding a gown, brides commonly shop online to find the best price
Slimming undergarments are often used by brides, especially Spanx
Tiaras and veils remain popular
Popular shoe styles include color, flats and sewed on beading and jewels
Chocolate brown tuxedos and black tuxes with brown vests are trendy

Color
Many women are adding color to traditional white, off‐white or ivory gowns, specifically in
sashes around their waists. These colors are often accented with similar colored shoes. While
variations of white still remain the most popular color choice, other brides are choosing light
gold, champagne, silver, cognac (peachy beige), or pale pink colored dresses that accentuate
their skin tones since white can sometimes wash out complexions. In addition, other trendy
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color additions include an inner layer of color or a darker shade of beige underneath the dress.
These colors are visible in the front with the outer layer cutting up to the waist, or as part of the
train in the back. Every bride wants to be unique, and this is a way of adding individuality to
their dresses. Embroidered floral designs and other colorful or raised engravings are common
on the bodice or bottom of the dress.

Style
Regarding style, traditional A‐line sleeveless dresses remain popular, but curvier women are
opting for mermaid styles that accentuate their curves. Also popular are gowns with folding in
the bodice or 'pick‐up' dresses with textured drapery and gathering in the bottom layers and
the back of the dress. Still, some women continue to choose very simple, smooth white dresses,
without beading, folding, embroidery or added colors. In addition, overweight women are
having a difficult time finding dresses in the usual bridal stores and most must have their gowns
specially ordered. Since the majority of the country is overweight or obese, there is great
demand for larger dresses.
Satin, lace, and chiffon fabrics were the top choices mentioned. Although, lightweight cotton is
becoming a common choice as it is more comfortable and easier to move in. In addition to
comfort, the season is a determining factor in which fabric brides choose. It is highly
recommended to select a fabric that flows comfortably in the winter months, whereas the
same fabric may not work well in the summer months and vice versa.

Designers
The most popular designers and manufacturers searched for on the internet included Alfred
Angelo, Allure, Bonny, Casablanca, Da Vinci, Demetrios, Eden, Jasmine, Jessica Mcclintock,
Jordan, LDS, Maggie Sottero, Mary's, Melissa Sweet, Mori Lee, Nicole Miller, Oleg Cassini, and
Vera Wang. However, when women post their dresses on wedding forums, Maggie Sottero was
a noticeably displayed designer. In addition, chain stores were very popular with the 'average'
bride. David's Bridal is one of the biggest retailers due to their reasonable prices and large
selection. Wedding boutiques are advertised through referrals and are known for providing
specialized, high‐quality service. One bride stated “I didn't feel like I was just another customer,
I felt like the consultants were a part of my family and cared enough to help make my day very
special. They were patient and kind.” Many brides are also purchasing dresses online as the
Internet offers a convenient way to do price comparisons. Brides will often select a dress while
visiting a boutique and then search for the same dress online in order to find the best price.

Bridal Accessories
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Tiarras are still very popular with brides, while many are choosing not to where veils. Adding a
simple flower to their hair is also a rising trend. For those that do choose veils, colored edging is
popular as an accent, possibly matching a sash or their bouquet. Lace and ribbon edges are also
commonly added to veils. Finally, extremely long veils are occasionally seen, including those
that spread out farther than the train, accentuating the flowing effect as the bride walks down
the aisle.
Bridal accessories included shoes or flip‐flops with jewels or diamonds sewed onto them. Shoes
with bows and sparkling stones are also common, as again, uniqueness is very important to
brides. Some are opting for flat shoes instead of heals, as flat shoes are currently trendy in work
and casual wear, as well. Many brides decide to wear slimming undergarments, Spanx being the
most commonly mentioned brand.

Groom Tuxedos and Suits
Tuxedo lines should be crisp and clean. For tall and lean men, a classic double‐breasted tuxedo
was the top choice. Chocolate or brown colored suits and black tuxes with brown vests are
extremely popular. Ties or cummerbunds often match the color theme of the bridesmaid
dresses. In addition, linen suits are common choices for outdoor summer or tropical weddings.

Industry Trends
In 2006, the strapless 'pick‐up' style wedding gown was incredibly popular, but rising trends
include tight‐fitting mermaid dresses. Alternative versions of the pick‐up dress are rising,
including much more lace, shoulder coverage and heart or V necklines. While figure‐forming
mermaid dresses used to be only popular with African American brides, they are becoming
popular with others, as well, due to their prominence in prom magazines and a recent Miss
America pageant. Also, real silk which has been out of fashion for over a decade, is returning in
high‐end gowns. Taffeta is another popular fabric for bridal gowns, bridesmaid dresses and
mothers' dresses. Women are also choosing gowns bordered or trimmed with a contrasting
color, displayed in a waist ribbon or embroidery, which can be repeated in the bridesmaids'
dresses and the groomsmen's vests, making coordination simple and painless. Tiaras have
gotten smaller and many brides are choosing only to wear a veil. New trends in bridesmaid
dresses include knee‐length and tea length in classic styles that fit at the waist, with chocolate,
green and sage colors becoming popular. Nationally, fall and winter colors are forecasted to be
chocolate, ruby, hot pink, sage and turquoise, and lavender, while lime, soft pink and orange
are expected for spring and summer. Brown tuxedos were very popular in the 1970s and 80s
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and have been making a strong comeback in the past few years. Tan and ivory suits are also
trendy for beach and destination weddings. 8

Wedding Flowers
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding flowers. Consumer
trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while industry trends look
at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most flowers are purchased at local florist shops
Roses and lilies are the most requested flowers for weddings
Simple, tightly wrapped bouquets with fewer flower selections are popular
Bouquets are being personalized with accessories
Crystal and pearl bouquets (alone or with flowers) are a rising trend
Vases filled with water and a single flower underneath a floating candle are popular
reception table centerpieces
The quality of silk flowers has improved, and they are often less expensive, so some
brides are opting for this alternative

Bridal Bouquets
The Wedding Channel lists the most popular flowers for bridal bouquets as follows: Calla Lily,
Casablanca Lily, Gardenia, Hydrangea, Lilac, Lily of the Valley, Orchids, Rose/Garden Rose,
Stephanotis, and Tulip. Roses and lilies are the top most requested flowers for weddings, and
the chosen colors are usually based on the theme of the wedding or the season. Other popular
flowers included gardenia, hydrangea, lily of the valley, tulip, nosegays and berries. Foliage
(leaves, moss, etc.) is also being incorporated into bouquets to add natural seasonal beauty.
Cascading bouquets are no longer the most popular style of bouquets, as the 2007 must‐haves
include simple, tightly wrapped bouquets with fewer flower selections. Bouquets are also
8

"Wedding vogue - from FUBS's brown tuxes to colored piping on bridal gowns, new wedding fashions are unveiled" by
Barbara Bradley, The Commercial Appeal (Memphis, TN), February 11, 2007.
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becoming more personalized with a grandmother's handkerchief around the handle or small
bows tied around the stems. Local florists are the most popular places to select flowers, and
family or friends are joining together to make the arrangements for the wedding. Crystal and
pearl bouquets wrapped in ribbons are also starting to become popular, alone, as well as being
incorporated into traditional flower bouquets.

Reception Table Centerpieces
Flowers continue to be the most popular centerpieces for reception tables. Often combined
with candles in some way, the sky is the limit as far as creativity and uniqueness are concerned.
The choice of colors is almost always based on the color theme of the wedding or the season.
One noticeable table centerpiece trend on wedding forums are vases filled with water with a
single (or a few depending on the size) flower under the water with a floating candle above.

Cutting Flower Costs
Floral designers offer brides ideas for saving money on flowers including hand‐tied bouquets of
fresh flowers found in local markets, roadside stands or their friends' backyards. These flowers
need to be picked the same day of the wedding when the bride is busy with a myriad of other
things, but recruiting green‐thumbed friends or family members is always a possibility.
Alternatively, the quality of silk flowers has drastically improved so that many of them look
quite realistic, and these can be purchased at craft stores, along with the holders, tape, wire
and ribbon to make them look professionally designed. Reception table displays should be kept
simple, as a single flower in a vase can make a drastic statement, and live plants are another
alternative. 9

Wedding Photography
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding photography.
Consumer trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while industry
trends look at what the industry is pushing as trends.

9

"Romantic to the last petal - the romantic pocket savings on posies - florists' tips on sticking to your wedding flower budget" by
Linda Espenshade, Intelligencer Journal (Lancaster, PA), April 12, 2007.
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Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wedding internet forums are a popular place to find photographers
Word‐of‐mouth is also how people discover a good photographer
People are divided on whether or not to hire a videographer as well
Handing out disposable cameras at receptions is common
Pre‐ceremony photography is becoming popular
"Trash the dress" photography is a rising trend

Finding a Photographer
The most common sources where people found their photographer or videographer were
through their wedding planner, friends, word‐of‐mouth, photographers' websites,
photojournalist associations, Craigslist and wedding planning websites. Word‐of‐mouth is a
great way for photographers to gain clients. Wedding website forums are a common place for
referring photographers, as well as videographers. Most people rave about theirs and post the
photographer's website for others to visit. Complaints mostly stemmed from intrusiveness.
Photographers and videographers that cover the reception are expected to blend in as much as
possible. For instance, huge lights attached to the equipment were seen as insensitive and
annoying. While some people had decided to hire a videographer in addition to a
photographer, others were against it because of cost, intrusiveness, as well as the opportunity
to have friends or family members record parts of the wedding and reception. Other trends
include giving out disposable cameras during the reception in order for guests to take candid
shots.

New Photography Trends
Racier photography trends include risqué and voyeuristic photographs with photographers
setting up in dressing rooms to capture unguarded pre‐ceremony moments, including brides
cavorting in lingerie, adjusting a bra, or hiking up her gown for a bathroom break. Photos of the
groom may show him brushing his teeth or having his neck shaved. One bride‐to‐be was
informally caught with a belly‐button ring unzipping her pants to show her mother a pair of
underwear her friend had given her that said 'bride' in sequins. 10

Trash the Dress
'Trash the dress' is a new trend in wedding photography that takes bridal portraits to the
extreme and is spreading across the country. It usually takes place a few weeks after the
wedding as the bride puts her wedding dress back on and poses in unique locations, like an
10

"Behind the Seams: Bustiers, cleavage, boudoir shots - wedding photography gets racy" by Jon Weinbach, The Wall Street
Journal, June 6, 2006.
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amusement park or a grungy alley, in a pond or rolling around in the sand with the groom.
Other shots include the couple horseback riding or walking down a muddy farm road. Some
photographers offer this as one of their services, and many more are willing to do it upon
request as it allows for much more extensive creativity and artistry, than the usual wedding
photographs. 11
The concept of "trashing" a wedding dress began in early 2006, when a Las Vegas photographer
named John Michael Cooper coined the phrase in an article on a photographers' website. He
provided tips to other photographers on persuading brides to pose for edgier, more creative
photographs than the standard perfunctory shots. Another photographer who saw the article
immediately registered the domain name trashthedress.com and began displaying the work of
photographers who were experimenting with the concept. This type of photography shoot is a
way of integrating art and fashion and brides want to see themselves in images they see in
movies and fashion magazines. One of the most famous shots is an Ophelia image, which
features an expressionless bride face up in shallow water. Other interesting locales include fire
escapes, trees and snowy mountains. 12

Wedding Receptions
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding receptions.
Consumer trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while industry
trends look at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Antique car rentals are taking the place of limousines
Signature drinks that incorporate wedding colors and themes are quite popular
Variations of open bars allow couples to cut beverage costs
Most couples choose a sweetheart table over head tables
Reception styles include buffet, sit‐down dinners and family style
Cocktail and desert receptions are an alternative to serving meals
Serving culturally diverse foods is currently trendy
Green and eco‐friendly weddings are on the rise
Flowers and candles are popular centerpieces

11

"Trashing Tradition - in a new trend, brides are photographed getting down and dirty in their wedding gowns" by Denise Neil,
The Wichita Eagle (KS), August 16, 2007.
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"Fashion trashin' - fish in it, drown it, drag it through the dirt: Wedding gowns get trashed as photographers push for edgier,
sexier bridal portfolios" by Barbara Sullivan, The Buffalo News (NY), August 11, 2007.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Many couples are choosing to not provide favors
Candy buffets are a rising trend that takes the place of favors
The use of ipods instead of DJs is becoming quite popular
After parties are a growing trend for extending the celebration
Housewares continue to be the most popular wedding gifts
Donations to charities and honeymoon registries are a rising alternative

Transportation to the Reception
Some couples choose to rent a vehicle to take only the two of them from the wedding to the
reception, while others accommodate the entire wedding party. Popular options include
limousines and other fancy cars. A growing trend is for the couple to ride together in rented
antique cars, often choosing the type of car they may have always wanted.

Venue
Indoor reception venues include traditional reception halls, church banquet halls, country clubs,
and bed‐and‐breakfasts. Couples with smaller weddings sometimes choose to rent out a
particular restaurant instead of having a reception area catered. Outdoor weddings are often
more stressful due to the anticipation of what the weather will be like. In places where weather
changes are drastic, this may be hard for some couples to plan. Usually they have a back‐up
plan if the weather does not cooperate, but it is more expensive since couples must rent
spaces, furniture and decorations for both scenarios. Oceanside and beach weddings are still
popular with some couples opting for destination weddings. These often include only close
family and friends who want to spend the money to travel long distances. Most people
generally have a separate reception when they return home in order to accommodate larger
groups of relatives and friends. Videographers are therefore often hired for the actual wedding,
as the couple can then display their video during dinner or the reception when they return
home.

Beverages
Signature drinks are very popular and offered during the cocktail hour, as well as throughout
the reception. They allow the bride and groom to choose a drink that they love or is meaningful
to them in some way, often representing a blending of the bride and groom's tastes and
personalities. Signature drinks are also based on the couple's color scheme or the theme of the
wedding. Deciding whether or not to have an open bar is a major concern to couples who are
on a tight budget. Those that choose to offer open bars often allow only wine and beer in order
to cut costs on expensive hard liquor drinks. Others are also buying the alcohol themselves at
wholesale warehouses like Costco and then hiring someone to serve as bartender. Other ways
of cutting costs include having an open bar for a certain amount of time, maybe the first hour
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or two. Some services also allow the couple to provide the bartender with a certain amount of
money to cover expenses. Once the limit is reached, the bartender will change the open bar to
a cash bar.

Sweetheart Tables
Most couples are choosing to have a sweetheart table for just the two of them, as opposed to
having a head table, which seats the entire wedding party. Instead, they want the wedding
party to be able to sit with their dates or other family members and friends. Not everyone in
the wedding party necessarily knows each other extremely well, so dinners can be awkward for
some members. Having a sweetheart table also allows the couple to spend some time alone for
a few moments before the mingling starts after dinner. In addition, it offers more room for
guests to come up and speak to the bride and groom in a more intimate manner.

Food Service
The types of food service couples choose sometimes depend on the layout of the reception.
The main options include a buffet, sit‐down dinners and family‐style. Buffets allow guests to
walk through the food line, choosing things that they would like to eat. Some people find
buffets tacky, while others think that it allows guests to mingle more. Formal sit‐down dinners
are thought to be more formal and elegant, but they are often far more expensive. Other
drawbacks include wait‐staff who seemed to hover around the table, rushing guests through
the courses. This can also be distracting to guests who are in the middle of a conversation.
Family style dinners provide each table with large plates of food that can be shared among the
guests. Another reception alternative is serving hors 'douvres instead of an actual meal. Other
rising trends include cocktail receptions with appetizers or even desert receptions, both of
which are less expensive than receptions that serve dinner. For very small weddings, potlucks
are another option. However, many couples worry about out‐of‐towners feeling guilty for not
being able to bring something and again, some find this option tacky. Other logistic problems
include issues with keeping hot foods warm and cold foods cool and restocking the table when
items run out. Culturally diverse foods with Indian, Asian and Middle Eastern cuisine stations
are also currently popular. Some couples are choosing to offer various ethnic food stations
where guests can choose the style of food and watch the chefs cook their meal right in front of
their eyes. 13 Couples are very mindful about providing a unique experience for their guests, and
they want their wedding to stand out from all the others. Food options are a way to provide
individuality to the evening.

Green Weddings
13

"Pass the ethnic dishes, comfort foods at reception" by Chris Gang, The Commercial Appeal, (Memphis, TN), February 11,
2007.
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Public awareness of the effects of global warming and other environmental problems is fueling
a trend towards green or eco‐friendly weddings. Some couples are concerned with choosing
acaccommodations at places committed to saving water and energy and reducing solid waste.
In addition, caterers are offering pesticide‐free menus, locally grown organic vegetables, as well
as fine china and linen napkins instead of throwaways. 14 Other trends include the provision of
biodegradable tableware, recycled‐cotton napkins, and tree‐seedling or potted plant
centerpieces as opposed to the traditional candle or flower display. 15

Centerpieces and Favors
Many couples choose to create their centerpieces themselves by shopping at dollar stores and
thrift shops. Popular items include traditional flowers and/or candles. Variations of these
themes are infinite as each couple attempts to bring originality to the table. Tall vases holding
long feathers are a rising, but expensive trend. Many couples are stemming away from
providing favors, as they view them as a waste of money. The few that are still giving away
favors during the reception are using edible ones, most often candy or chocolate. Candy buffets
are very popular currently and relatively cheap since couples can stock up on candy throughout
the year during after‐seasonal sales, as well as at wholesale stores. Guests are allowed to visit
the buffet and take home a box of chocolates and candies as opposed to a traditional favor.
Matchbooks and wine bottles are other common options.

Music
The use of ipods instead of DJs is becoming quite popular, as couples can choose exactly what
songs they want to hear in a specific order. Separate playlists can be created for each part of
the reception, including cocktails, dinner, and dancing. Very few couples mentioned hiring
bands, as most people want to hear a diverse assortment of popular songs. Although, some
have instrumentalists playing during the cocktail hour or throughout dinner.

After Parties
Some couples are choosing to extend the festivities by hosting an after party for a select group
of guests in a hotel, nightclub, or casino.

Wedding Gifts

14
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"The hottest trend in wedding planning is going green" by Connie Mabin, The Victoria Advocate (TX), July 22, 2007.
"The dress is white; the wedding, green" by Jean Patteson, Daily Press (Newport News, VA), August 5, 2007.
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The most common wedding gifts continue to be items that couples register for at various
department and gift stores. These often include housewares, even though most couples usually
are already living together before the wedding. Registering for gifts allows them to choose
items they might not normally buy for themselves, and it's a chance to create a new home after
they are married. Other rising trends include honeymoon registries, in which guests can donate
money to go towards the couple's honeymoon expenses. In addition, couples might include the
option of guests giving donations to charities in lieu of a gift.
The Wedding Channel has stated that 2007's most popular gift registry trends include:
•
•
•
•

Entertaining essentials: glassware, stemware, tumblers, and wine‐openers.
Stainless steel: kitchenware, kitchen electrics, tools and storage accessories
Dinnerware: ceramic white dishes, linens, flatware and table settings
Professional cookware and cutlery, coffeemakers, and grills 16

Dillard's finds that table linens remain a traditional favorite wedding gift, and crystal picture
frames and wine glasses are also often requested by couples. A spokesperson for Target
indicated that current trends include couples registering for more unusual gifts like tents, board
games or electronics.

Wedding Cakes
This report covers consumer and industry trends with a focus on wedding cakes. Consumer
trends look at what consumers are talking about and searching for, while industry trends look
at what the industry is pushing as trends.

Overall Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
16

Square is the new round, and other shapes are becoming popular
Tiers are commonly layered on top of each other without pillars
Real flowers and flower‐shaped frosting never go out of style
Ribbon accessories, both real and frosting, are trendy
Cakes based on the wedding theme remain common
Cupcakes are a new alternative
Abstract ceramic designs of the bride/groom intertwined are popular cake toppers
Bride magazines and television food shows create demand for certain cakes
Martha Stewart has made fondant icing quite popular
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•
•

More unusual and diverse flavors are becoming trendy
Couples want their cake to be unique

Wedding Cakes
Many brides frequent Internet wedding discussion forums, posting images of the cakes they are
planning to have at their wedding. Round white cakes layered in tiers with flower decorations
based on the wedding's color scheme remain popular, although the current style is to layer the
tiers directly on top of one another as opposed to using pillars. However, other styles are also
becoming trendy, including alternative shapes and bold colors. Square shapes are becoming
incredibly popular, as are others, such as hexagons, octagons and hearts. Many of these also
have real black or colored ribbons wrapped around the bases of the tiers as an accent, as
opposed to flowers or other frosting decorations. Wedding cakes shaped like giant gift
packages are another new trend commonly seen. In addition, some couples are choosing to
provide cupcakes, which are usually laid out in tiers underneath a regular small cake on the top
layer that holds the cake topper. One particularly striking color scheme was demonstrated
through cupcakes in deep oranges, reds and browns with hints of yellow for an autumn
wedding. Themed wedding cakes included beach themes with real shells and starfish or frosting
versions, tropical weddings with sea creatures, shells, coral, etc., and cakes in the shape of
castles. Other designs and accessories included frosting butterflies, leaves, or leaf designs,
thickly laid frosting in the shape of large ribbons, and monogram lettering. New trends in
wedding cake flavors included cream cheese and cakes with fruit toppings.

Cake Toppers
The usual ceramic bride and groom cake toppers are being replaced by a myriad of new styles.
These included Precious Moments statues, Mickie and Minnie and other Disney inspired
princesses and prince charmings, as well as movie‐inspired characters, such as Shrek, Star Wars,
and Lord of the Rings. Some toppers were personalized sculptures of the bride and groom, for
instance a firefighter or hunter groom and a couple that was dressed as a pilot and flight
attendant. A commonly seen comedic topper was a bride pulling the groom by his collar or leg,
kicking and screaming. Other trends included fresh flowers on the top layer with petals
scattered around the table, metal monograms, picture frames, and king and queen playing
cards for a Las Vegas wedding. By far the most commonly seen new trend in cake toppers were
flowing abstract ceramic designs of the bride and groom intertwined.

Trends Bakers Are Seeing
Bakers indicated that couples are currently requesting simple designs in their wedding cakes.
They have also noticed that Martha Stewart, bridal magazines and television food shows are
very influential when it comes to wedding trends. For instance, as soon as In Style magazine
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depicts a certain kind of wedding cake, bakeries immediately start getting requests for those
designs. Other bakers mention the popularity of fondant icing (which can be rolled out and
draped over the cake like pie dough) from Martha Stewart's use of it on her television show. In
addition, as opposed to pillars separating layers of the cake, today's trends include stacking
each layer on top of each other, and square‐shaped tiered cakes are becoming more popular
than round. Regarding cake toppers, bakers insist that initials are still popular, as well as fresh
flowers, and beading and ribbons are other common accessories. As far as color goes, more
couples are requesting bold and bright colors, but white remains the most popular choice. 17
Other bakers claim extravagance is a rising trend, and white cakes are out of favor. Everyone
wants their cake to be different and some are choosing chocolate, almond or carrot cake, but
many couples stick with vanilla or butter cake. While fondant frosting allows for intricate
decorations and designs, most people don't find it particularly tasty. Square‐shaped tiers are
replacing round cakes, and bakers are finding that less couples are using traditional cake
toppers. Cake jewelry, silver or gold monogram letters are currently a popular trend. Some
couples request 'dummy cakes' in which the top and bottom layers are actual cake, and the
middle layers are made of Styrofoam. Instead, a regular sheet cake is cut up back in the kitchen
and distributed to guests. This way, the couple can feed each other during the reception, save
the top layer for memory, and feed their guests economically. 18
Fueled by television food shows demonstrating the talents of pastry chefs and cake designers,
today's wedding cakes are becoming increasingly individualized, reflecting the overall theme of
the wedding as well as the couple's personality with changes in shape, structure, flavor and
texture. Even white cakes are no longer boring with flavors like vanilla bean and Bavarian
crème. Cake consultants work closely with the couple to create a unique cake. Current trends
include square shapes over round, as well as hexagon and octagons. In addition, cake tiers are
stacked without space in between, but if pillars are used, they are hidden with fruits or fresh
flowers. Regarding texture, cakes are now sleek and smooth. Popular flavors include more
exotic ones, such as chocolate, pistachio and tropical fruit flavors like passion fruit or mango. 19
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